
I Love Us 
in April Quilt Block

Read All Instructions Prior to Beginning
All seams are 1/4”. Use a small stitch (I use 1.8) in a neutral thread color such as white, gray or beige.

Cutting Instructions
Finished Size 12" square. 
Background: one 13" x 9" rectangle of light blue batik 
 (this will be trimmed down to 12 1/2" x 8 1/2"after it has been appliquéed)

For appliqué pieces:
Black batik for Birds - 5" square scrap (#5856-0112)
Light orange batik for first large blanket - 5" square scrap (#5849-0123)
Red batik for 2nd largest blanket - 5" square scrap (#5882-0155)
Orange batik for clothes pins - 4" square scrap (#5813-0133)
Pink batik for small blanket - 2" square scrap (#5817-0126)
Multi-color batik for small blanket - 2" square scrap (#5809-0150)
Purple batik for small blanket - 2" square scrap (#5853-0124)

Pinwheels:
Cut six 3" squares of white background fabric
Cut two 3" squares of a blue/purple batik (#5820-0135)
Cut two 3" squares of medium purple batik (#5855-0124)
Cut two 3" squares of a blue/purple batik (#5819-0110)

Piecing Instructions
Press as the arrows indicate.
Pinwheels

1. To create the Half Square Triangles, draw a diagonal line across 
 the wrong side of the background squares.  

2. Pair with a color 3" square and with right sides
 together, sew a 1/4" seam on each side of the drawn line. 

3. Cut on the drawn line to create two Half Square Triangles. 
 Press the seam toward the darker color.

TRIM the half square triangles by lining up the seam with your ruler. 
Trim to 2 1/2". You need 12 half square triangles, 4 of each color.

4. Arrange the Half Square Triangle like the diagram.

5. Sew the top two together and sew the bottom two together. Press as the arrows indicate. Make three pinwheels.

6. Sew the top pinwheel to the middle pinwheel. Sew the middle pinwheel to the bottom pinwheel. Press.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Trim
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Appliqué Instructions

The appliqué design will be in reverse to what it will look finished. 

1. Position the appliqué template sheet (page 17) under the light blue batik background. Use a light table or tape to a 
 window if you're unable to see through your fabric. Using a chalk pencil, trace the clothes lines onto the background. 
 Since your background fabric is a quarter inch larger than the paper pattern, extend the clothes lines to the edge of your  
 fabric. Just make up a quarter inch of line. You can do it! 

2. Using a small satin stitch, sew along the traced lines to create your clothe lines.

3.  Using light, double-sided fusible web, trace the appliqué pieces on to the paper liner with at least a half an inch space 
 between each piece. Do not overlap the pieces. 

4. Trim out each piece leaving about a quarter of an inch space around each. 

5. Follow the directions of your product. Stick the piece to the wrong side of your fabric.  Cut out on the drawn line. 

6. Position the appliqué template sheet (page 17) back under the light blue batik background. Peel off the paper backing  
 and arrange your appliqué pieces on your background. Reposition until you're pleased with the arrangement. 
 Press for 10-20 seconds with steam, on cotton setting or according to the directions of your double-sided fusible 
 web product.

7. Using coordinating threads, sew a blanket stitch around each of the appliquéed items.

8. Center and trim to 8 1/2" x 12 1/2" rectangle.

9. Sew the three pinwheels to the right side of the square. Fabulous! 
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